Making Your Mind Up (Bucks Fizz) - STING 21309   (Stefan Sidholm and Jack Borgström)   


(Opener, Middle Break & Closer): 
FOUR LADIES PROMENADE a one time around
Come back SWING your man and everybody swing
Join Hands CIRCLE to the LEFT and you’re walking along
ALLEMANDE LEFT and you WEAVE THE RING
You gotta speed it up – then you gotta slow it down
You gotta turn it up and then you gotta cool it down
you really gotta burn it up and make another fly by night
SWING your girl around you gotta PROMENADE home
And you find there comes a time for making your mind up
And you find there comes a time for making your mind up!

(Tag): making your mind up - making your mind up
                                         - making your mind up!

(Figure): HEADS SQUARE THRU – four hands around – find a little lady – SWING THRU tonight
BOY RUN RIGHT – HALF TAG and then – GIRL RUN around the boy – REVERSE FLUTTERWHEEL
SWEEP ONE QUARTER – VEER to the RIGHT – BOYS you CROSS RUN – and all will PROMENADE
When you see - how its gotta be, you’re making your mind up
When you see - how its gotta be, you’re making your mind up!

 
(Tag): making your mind up - making your mind up
                                                          - making your mind up!


ORIGINAL LYRICS:

You gotta speed it up and then you gotta slow it down
Cos if you believe that a love can hit the top you gotta play around
and soon you will find that there comes a time for making your mind up

You gotta turn it up and then you gotta cool it down
You gotta be sure that its something everybodys gonna talk about
Before you decide the times right for making your mind up

Dont let your indecision take u from behind
Trust your inner vision – don’t let others change your mind

And now you really gotta burn it up and make another fly by night
Getta run for your money and take a chance and it’ll turn out right
And when you see how its gotta be your making your mind up!

And try to look as if you dont care less but if you wanna see some more
Then the rules of the game will let you find the one your looking for
And then you can show you think you know that your making your mind up



